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I. INTRODUCTION 
Let g, h 2 2 be two fixed integers, 
Own, <n2<n3< ... (1) 
be a sequence of integers, and let a,(g) denote the positive real number 
0. W’)h (Ph (P)h..‘, (2) 
where ( gn)h means the number g” written in base h. When sequence (1) 
contains all positive integers, Mahler [l] first proved that uh( g) is 
irrational if h = 10 by p-adic theory, and Bundschuh [2] extended Mahler’s 
result to any base hl2. Recently, Shan [3] gave a simpler proof of the 
above results by using a well-known theorem of Kronecker in number 
theory. A variety of generalizations was obtained in some subsequent 
papers; e.g., Yu Hong-pin [4] considered the cases when every term nk of 
( 1) is prime or nk = f(k) where f(~) is any integral-valued polynomial, and 
Yang Shao-tong [S] proved that the conclusion still holds if (1) is any 
sequence with positive density. (For a definition, see [6].) In this paper, we 
prove the more general result that a,(g) is irrational with no assumption 
on the sequence (1); i.e., we shall establish the following 
THEOREM. Let g, h 2 2 he t\i,o jked integers; then u,,(g) is irrational. 
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II. PROOF 
Our proof depends on the following well-known theorem of A. Thue 
c71. 
THEOREM. If r, a, b, and c are integers with r 2 3, a > 0, b > 0, c # 0, then 
the diophantine equation bp’- aq’= c has at most finitely many integral 
solutions (p, q). 
Suppose (2) is a recurring decimal. Let the recurring period consist of a,, 
a?, . . . . a,. Then for sufficiently large k, ( gnk)h must be in one of the following 
forms : 
a,a,...a,~,a,a,a,...=a,xhmk+a~xhmk~~’+ ... 
a2a3 . ..a.a,a,a, ... =a,xh”‘k+a3xh”“P’+ ... 
alal . ..a.~,a,a,a,...=a,~h”~+a~ xhmhP’+ . . . . 
(3) 
Without loss of generality, we can assume that there are infinitely many 
gnk with the same first digit a,, i.e., 
gnk=a,a2...a,a,a2.... (4) 
Similarly, we can assume that there are infinitely many g”A in (4) with 
the same last digit a,; i.e., there are infinitely many nk and mk such that 
g”k=a1xhm~+a2xh”~p’+ . . . +a,xh”“~‘+‘+a,xh”k~‘+a,xhm~~‘~ 1 
+ . . +a,xh”“p2’+1+ . . . +a,xh’+‘~‘+a,xh’+‘~‘+ . +a,xh’ 
+a,xl~‘-~‘+a~xh’-‘+ ... +a, 
= (h”;‘- 1) x h’ 
h’- 1 
(a,xh’P’+a2xh’P’+ ... +a,) 
+a,xh’- ‘+a,xh’- ‘+ ... +a,, 
where m; = (nzk - t + 1 )/l is a positive integer. This yields, for infinitely 
many pairs nk, m;, 
where 
ag nk = b/f’+ + c, 
a=h’-1 
b=(a,xh’ ’ +a,xh’-‘+ ... +a,)xh’ 
c=ax(a, xh’-‘+ ... +a,)-b. 
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Let d >= 3 be a fixed integer. Then by the pigeonhole principle, there is a 
pair of integers, e and ,k such that the congruences 
nkse (mod d) 
rn;=f (mod d) 
hold for infinitely many ordered pairs (n,, mb). 
Let a’ = ug’ and b’ = b/z!‘. Then the equation 
a’xd - b’f = c 
has infinitely many integer solutions 
x = g(nk-rvd y = jp; ~ /l/d 
(5) 
This contradicts Thue’s theorem since h’ 1 a x (aI x h’- ’ + .. + a,) 
implies c # 0. Therefore, uh( g) is irrational and the theorem is proved. 
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